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“For most of the history, man has had to fight nature to 
survive; in this century he is beginning to realize that, to 

survive, he must protect it. Water and air, the two essential 
fluids on which all life depends, have become global garbage 

cans.”

— Jacques-Yves Cousteau



SAFESEA is a community-driven BEP-20 token built on the Binance 
Smart Chain (BSC). It was launched on December 25th, 2021.

According to the UN, Open Ocean spaces show that current acidity 
levels have increased by 26 percent since the beginning of the Industrial 

Revolution. At the same time, coastal waters are deteriorating due to 
pollution and eutrophication.

Without coordinated efforts, coastal eutrophication is expected to 
increase in 20 percent of large marine ecosystems by 2050.

What is SafeSea?



Our Mission

SAFESEA's mission is to solve the problem of marine 
pollution and help conserve endangered species, as well as 
to improve the health, conservation and sustainable use of 

the oceans and their resources.

To achieve this goal, SAFESEA will develop environmental 
activities to decontaminate natural places (oceans, beaches, 

rivers, lakes, etc.) and to establish partnerships with large 
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) for larger projects.



Traditional NGOs rely on donations as a funding 
mechanism. Consequently, there is a barrier to 

entry for carrying out projects with high 
financial costs.

The cryptocurrency boom provides a great 
funding opportunity for projects of all kinds.

NGOs Classical 
funding

Underfinanced 
projects

Current Difficulties



Our Solution
The major feature that distinguishes SAFESEA
from traditional organizations is the ease with 

which it obtains funds.

At SAFESEA, investors not only collaborate in 
environmental actions, but can also earn 

returns on their investments.

Investments

Donations



Locked/Burnt
50%

Ecosystem
10%

Presale
20%

Available
20%

Distribution
Token Allocation

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION AT LAUNCH

Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 SAFESEA tokens.

• 50% − Locked/Burnt
• 20% − Presale
• 10% − SafeSea Ecosystem
• Remaining on PancakeSwap



50% of the initial supply will be locked in DxLock. As it is 
unlocked, it will be burned by the team and reported to 

the community. 

The team's wallet holds 10% of the supply. These funds 
will be used to pay for advertising, development costs, etc. 

The remaining supply will be used to create a pre-sale on 
DxLaunch to provide a liquidity injection to the project. 

Token Allocation



During each trade, three simple functions occur: LP acquisition, Reflection, and Burn.

Each transaction is taxed at a rate of 10%, which is divided into three parts:

• 2.5% is sold by the contract into BNB.
• 2.5% is added by the contract to Liquidity Pool
• 5% is redistributed to all existing holders.

What it means for our holders

The amount of redistribution depends on the volume of the traded token. This is done to avoid a
downward selling pressure that could be caused by early buyers who have obtained a higher return
on investment. As the LP of SAFESEA tokens increases, price stability reflects this feature with the
benefit of a solid price floor and cushion for holders.

SafeSea Protocol



- NFT support (user mint and auctions)
- Create trading/exchange application
- Actions fundingQ4

✓ Audit with Coinscope
✓ KYC with IDOPresales
- Presale and lock tokens with DxSale
- Listing on PancakeSwap
- Listing on CoinGecko
- Listing on CoinMarketCap

Roadmap

Q1

- Apply for BscScan logo
- Apply for Trust Wallet logo
- Start hiring process
- Listing on more exchanges

Q2

- Website redesign
- Create a public API for token information
- Create smartphone application
- Release of protocol version 2

Q3



SafeSea contract audit review can be found here:
https://www.coinscope.co/coin/safesea/audit

Audit

https://www.coinscope.co/coin/safesea/audit


SafeSea KYC verification can be found here:
https://idopresales.com/kyc-service/safesea-kyc-verification/

KYC

https://idopresales.com/kyc-service/safesea-kyc-verification/


The presale will be performed once the KYC verification process has been completed.

200 BNB

• Soft Cap

400 BNB

• Hard Cap

0.1 BNB

• Min. 
Contribution

4 BNB

• Max. 
Contribution

540 
billion

Presale Rate (per BNB)

500 
billion

PancakeSwap Rate (per BNB)

85% PancakeSwap Liquidity

Presale



GET TO KNOW OUR COMMUNITY 

https://safesea.xyz

https://t.me/SafeSeaOfficial

https://twitter.com/SafeSeaOfficial

https://www.reddit.com/user/SafeSeaOfficial

safesea.protocol@gmail.com

JOIN US!

https://safesea.xyz/
https://t.me/SafeSeaOfficial
https://www.reddit.com/user/SafeSeaOfficial

